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Generac Mobile Products, the Milton Keynes based supplier of a range of environmentally
biased power products for the UK construction rental industry enjoyed a highly successful three
days at the recent construction machinery exhibition – Hillhead.

Working alongside their distributors, ACE Plant, Generac demonstrated a range of their dust
suppression units from the mighty, self-contained, Dustfighter DF7500 MPT to the powerful, yet
diminutive, DF Smart unit.

The DF7500 MPT Dustfighter is a self-contained dust suppression unit, producing a fine mist of
water through a series of high-pressure jets. The mist is propelled onto the site by a powerful
fan, covering a wide area in just a few moments, rendering the area free from unhealthy and
hazardous material. The unit is entirely self-contained, with an on board generating set and
water tank, which alleviates the need for any additional or ancillary equipment - the DF7500
MPT Dustfighter arrives on site ready for instant operation.

The DF Smart produces a fine mist of water through a series of high-pressure jets; the mist is
then propelled onto the site by a powerful fan, rendering the area free from unhealthy and
hazardous material. Similar in size to a mini cement mixer, the DF Smart operates from 110v
electricity. The DF Smart delivers a maximum coverage of up to 13-metres through six nylon fan
blades fitted to an aluminium hub connected to twelve stainless steel water nozzles.

“Hillhead is an excellent show for live demonstrations of our line of dust suppressions units,”
said Nikolas Luketic, Generac’s UK sales director. “We were able to show all the features and
benefits of each Dustfighter and consequently we received keen interest in each of these
products from a variety of construction related market sectors.”

Generac Mobile Products UK Limited a division of Generac Holdings, a North American power
products manufacturer and a global producer of lighting towers. The Dustfighter range is just
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one sector in a range of power products encompassing lighting towers and pumping solutions
available to the UK construction, rental and events industries.
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